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1. Executive Summary 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic has severely disrupted the education sector worldwide. In the absence             
of regular classes at school premises, governments and educational institutes are looking towards             
digital mediums to impart education. Such a move would need technical systems to digitize              
educational processes, such as delivering lectures, hosting interactions between learners and           
educators, conducting assessments, and providing certifications. 

Technical systems to deliver learning services, hereafter referred to as Learning Systems, have             
been an active topic for academia and industry. They have always been a part of discussions as                 
alternatives to traditional education paradigms. However, their need has never been of such             
paramount importance as it is now. The current scenario has not only brought them into the                
spotlight, but has also thrown some huge hurdles at them, namely scale and infrastructure. 

Generally, the Internet is considered as the de-facto platform to deploy learning systems. To              
quickly start operations on the Internet, an organization can use many turnkey solutions available              
in the market, and deploy them using public cloud infrastructures. Additionally, many general             
software services or software-as-a-services for activities such as video conferencing and email            
can be used to scale to a large number of learners. Advancements in technologies such as                
artificial intelligence and blockchain are bringing new innovations such as personalized learning            
[32] and immutability of records [5].  

However, the Internet penetration is low in many areas, especially in developing countries. Thus,              
learners without access to the Internet would be deprived of services delivered over the Internet.               
Many existing Internet-based systems demand high-bandwidth and continuous Internet         
connectivity, limiting their ability to reach learners having low-bandwidth or intermittent Internet            
connectivity.  

An approach to reach learners without Internet access is to harness the technical capabilities of               
other communication networks such as television, radio, and telephone [1] [6]. In most countries,              
such networks have more penetration due to their cable, terrestrial, and satellite-based            
infrastructures. Many countries have already conducted programs for remote learning and           
distance education over these communication networks, as presented in Appendix D of this             
report. Countries such as India and Pakistan have dedicated educational TV channels (Swayam             
Prabha [17] and Teleschool [18]). The efficacy of Interactive Radio Instructions has been             
evaluated in many African countries [4] [6]. IIT Kanpur, an Indian university, has conducted              
certification programs via feature-phones [19]. However, most of these programs have limited            
focus either just to deliver content or to reach a small scale of learners.  
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Every infrastructure would come with its own set of limitations. For example, the traditional              
television network was not designed to handle two-way communication. Thereby, any system            
that uses such a television network would be marred with its limitations to support pedagogical               
approaches. Tscelio et al. [45] highlighted the learning effectiveness depends on the delivery             
mechanisms such as presentations, learning through activity, and dialogue. These infrastructures           
may also be regulated in many countries, which may create bureaucratic and financial hurdles.  

It is evident that there are trade-offs between various communication networks on attributes such              
as the ability to reach a large number of learners, the flexibility of pedagogical approaches, and                
the openness of the network.  

The best approach to meet the current needs would be to build a hybrid system that facilitates                 
learning services through multiple communication networks. A hybrid system can not only            
replicate its services on multiple networks to reach more learners, but can also combine multiple               
networks to deliver a particular service. For example, the system may collect questions from the               
learners via voice calls over telephone, and deliver the responses via television and radio. A               
hybrid system would be resilient from situations similar to the current pandemic. Such a system               
would also be able to get the benefits of future technical innovations, and can evolve in parallel                 
with a country’s infrastructure advancements.  

Although the approach to build a hybrid system looks natural, it has its own challenges. As                
highlighted above, diverse technical capabilities of these networks may demand specific           
treatments regarding pedagogical approaches. One approach could be to build separate systems            
for each network. However, this may turn out to be a management nightmare. Such an approach                
will also miss the opportunities to combine multiple networks to facilitate a service. As the               
characteristics and availability of these networks vary with country, a universal design for a              
hybrid system will not work.  

Thus, designing a hybrid system demands a systematic approach that can work across             
communication networks to harness their capabilities and meet the expectations. This report            
investigates this problem from a software architectural perspective. We highlight the importance            
of quality aspects of a learning system in the design process. From our investigation of the                
existing systems, we found that many quality aspects of a learning system are generally not               
articulated explicitly. To help the architects, we present concepts to specify these quality aspects              
and tools to ensure these qualities in the system. The report also presents a reference architecture                
to build hybrid learning systems to help the architects in abstracting out the requirements and               
separating the concerns. In the next sections, our findings are summarized in the form of design                
guidelines for a hybrid learning system.  
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1.1. Identify and Articulate Quality Expectations 
A system is expected to facilitate a set of learning services. For example, a system is expected to                  
deliver lectures in digital formats to learners. There are many ways in which this service can be                 
designed. For example, video lectures can be delivered over the Internet, and learners can access               
them using smartphones and computers. Similarly, the same service can also be implemented by              
broadcasting video lectures via television. Both the design choices fulfill the desired            
functionality - delivering lecture videos to the learner. However, they differ in the quality aspects               
of the service, such as the number of learners it can reach and on-demand access to the lecture. A                   
system may decide to have both approaches, which would require an integrated design for easy               
management.  

To evaluate the candidate designs of a system, it is essential to identify and articulate the quality                 
expectations of a system’s services. These quality expectations become more important in the             
scenarios where the abilities of a system are constrained due to limited infrastructural resources.              
The expectations can vary from country to country depending on various parameters, such as              
pedagogical approaches, available infrastructural resources, and vision for future extensions. 

While specifying the quality expectations, one important thing to note is that different services of               
a learning system can have different qualities. For example, a service to record questions from               
learners can be designed to reach a limited number of learners having Internet connectivity.              
However, the service to deliver responses to these questions (or at least the common questions)               
can be designed to reach all learners through television. Thus, the quality expectations should be               
defined at a granularity of a service rather than the whole system.  

Section 3 of this report presents several concepts, such as pervasiveness and affordability, to              
specify the quality aspects of services expected from a system.  
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1.2. Target Pervasiveness to Reach Everywhere 

 
Figure 1: Example depicting pervasiveness of a learning system 

 
Learners may operate from environments having diverse resources such as the Internet            
(2G/3G/4G), television, and telephone networks. A learning system should be designed to            
exhibit pervasiveness - the ability to be present for users operating in diverse environments. The               
pervasiveness of a system depends on its demand for resources, and properties of the available               
resources. This quality can be measured as the number/percentage of target learners for whom              
the system will be present. Figure 1 depicts an example of pervasiveness in a learning system.  
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This report presented several architectural tools to be used in the design process to increase               
pervasiveness. Some example usages of these tools to increase pervasiveness are:  
 

1. Design the system to facilitate services through multiple national and regional           
communication networks to reach a large number of learners. The system should provide             
flexibility to support different content and pedagogical approaches over different          
networks and present a unified view for easy management. However, all services cannot             
be implemented over every network due to its technical limitations. For example, the             
broadcasting networks having one-way communication mechanisms can be used to          
deliver content but not for hosting interactions. Multiple networks can also be integrated             
to deliver a service. For example, content can be delivered to a community radio station               
through the Internet for further broadcasting.  

 
2. For Internet-based services, customize functionality to reduce demand for         

high-bandwidth to reach learners with low-bandwidth. For example, a content delivery           
service can support content in low-resolution video, audio, and text/pdf formats to reduce             
demand for high-bandwidth networks.  
 

3. In the scenarios where any centralized communication network is not available, content            
can be loaded on small portable devices having streaming capabilities, such as Aptus             
[49]. These devices can be delivered using offline logistics to schools or community radio              
stations.  
 

4. A service can be divided into two separate services and implemented over separate             
networks exhibiting different pervasiveness. For example, a question-answering service         
can be divided into two services; question collection and answers delivery. Questions            
from a learner can be collected through more pervasive telephone networks using voice             
calls or SMS. The answers to these questions can be broadcasted using television             
networks. 

1.3. Design Affordable Services to Reach Everyone 
 
A learner may incur expenses while interacting with the system, for example, costs due to the                
consumption of network bandwidth. To facilitate education to all sections of the society, the              
system should be affordable to the learners. Figure 2 depicts an example of affordability in a                
learning system. Some examples to increase affordability are:  
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Figure 2: Example depicting affordability of a learning system 

 
 

1. Avoid repeat processing wherever possible. For example, content once delivered to a            
learner, can be stored at her device for subsequent views. This would avoid             
re-transmission of the content and less consumption of the network bandwidth for            
subsequent views of the same content.  
 

2. Optimize components to consume fewer resources. For example, supporting content          
delivery in low-resolution video formats, audio, and text/pdf format will result in less             
consumption of network bandwidth and make it more affordable to learners.  
 

3. Move processing and networking to the server from the learner's device. For example, in              
a video conference, instead of each learner’s device directly downloading video streams            
of other learners, the server can download the streams of all learners, compress it, and               
deliver it to the learner’s devices.  
 

4. Defer execution of a feature until there is a need. For example, all posts of a forum topic                  
should not be downloaded by default and would need a user to click on the forum topic to                  
show her interest. Similarly, media files in a post should not be downloaded             
automatically.  
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1.4. Design for Anytime Learning 
 
A learner may have the resources to access the services, but these resources may not be available                 
around the clock. For example, there could be local electricity disruptions, sharing of the device               
between family members, or network failures. Thus, the system should exhibit learning            
availability - the ability to make the learning services available as per learner’s convenience.              
Figure 3 depicts an example of learning availability in a learning system.  
 

 
Figure 3: Example depicting learning availability of a learning system 

 
The report presented several architectural tactics to ensure learning availability in the system’s             
design. Some examples where these tactics can be used are:  
 

1. For broadcasting networks such as television and radio, content is delivered on fixed             
schedules. To increase the availability, the same content can be broadcasted multiple            
times. Further, the schedules of these broadcasts should be communicated to the learners             
using multiple channels such as SMS, and websites. The content can also be made              
available on public portals, e.g., Youtube, for on-demand access to learners with Internet             
access.  
 

2. Design the system for asynchronous learning that does not require continuous availability            
of resources. For example, to facilitate interactions between learners and educators,           
instead of synchronous interactions such as video conferences that demand continuous           
network connectivity, asynchronous interaction through forums and emails can be          
implemented, which can work with intermittent network connectivity.  
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3. To overcome the intermittent Internet connectivity while accessing the services through           

smartphones, the services should also be delivered through a mobile app. The app can              
harness the resources available on the learner’s device, and can be designed to be able to                
handle connectivity issues. For example, even when a network is not available, the app              
can still allow users to perform the actions (e.g., sending a message), and the app can                
automatically complete the action when the network is available. Similarly, the app can             
automatically download the form posts in advance whenever a network connection is            
available.  

1.5. Design to Scale for Multiple Educators 
 
Another aspect of a learning system that becomes important, especially in the case of              
broadcasting networks, is the ability to facilitate simultaneous access of services to learners with              
different profiles, such as class grades and discipline. Services to different profiles can vary in               
multiple dimensions, such as educational content and pedagogical approaches. Providing          
simultaneous access would demand more instances of network resources such as multiple            
television channels and phone lines. The system should be able to scale to these multiple               
instances. Figure 4 depicts an example of educator capacity in a learning system.  
 

 
Figure 4: Example depicting educator capacity of a learning system 

 
The report presented several architectural tactics to ensure educator capacity in the system. Some              
of the examples where these tactics can be used are:  
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1. In a broadcast network, the same content is delivered to every consumer. Different             
learning profiles can be managed by broadcasting different content on a time-slot basis.             
To increase the capacity further, the system should be designed to deliver content on              
multiple channels simultaneously.  
 

2. An Internet-based system can be designed with the principles of multi-tenancy [50].            
Here, an educator can be represented as a tenant, and the system can scale to as many                 
tenants as needed using on-demand provisioning of hardware resources.  

 
The structure of the report is as follows. Section 2 introduces the problems and proposes a hybrid                 
learning system as a solution. Section 3 presents an architectural framework to help in designing               
learning systems. The efficacy of the framework is demonstrated in Section 4 on two essential               
services of a learning system - content delivery and interactions. The report also presents a               
reference architecture for building hybrid learning systems in Appendix A. Appendix B and             
Appendix C present example architectures to implement services over telephone and television            
networks, respectively, with a specific-focus on open-source tools. Appendix D presents an            
analysis of existing systems used by Commonwealth countries. Finally, Appendix E presents an             
overview of the existing work in this area, especially research papers and patents.  
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2. Introduction 
 

The education sector around the world has been deeply affected due to the COVID-19 pandemic.               
In the absence of regular classes due to the school closures, governments and educational              
institutes are adopting digital mediums to impart education. This move would require technical             
systems to digitize desired educational processes, such as delivering lectures, hosting interactions            
between learners and educators, conducting assessments, and providing certifications. 

Over the last few decades, a plethora of learning systems have been developed by academic               
institutes and industry players. These systems have been continuously evolving from assisting an             
educator/manager to automating the educational processes completely. The current technologies          
not only target a massive scale but also data-driven personalized learning through innovative             
pedagogical approaches. An analysis of such systems is presented by Truong [32] where the              
personalized learning is achieved by adapting according to learner’s skills and behavior.            
Advancements in technologies such as artificial intelligence and blockchain fuel the dreams of             
facilitating effective learning with efficient management.  

Depending on the functionality, pedagogical approaches, and underlying technologies, many          
terms such as Learning Technology System and Learning Management System, have been used             
to represent these systems. This report uses the term Learning System to refer to all such current                 
and future systems that facilitate learning services using digital mediums.  

The majority of the recent technological innovations focus on the learning systems that operate              
over the Internet platform. Thus, countries should invest in Internet-based systems to get the              
benefits of current and future innovations. Many of these systems are also available as              
open-source, which makes it easier to adopt and extend. From the deployment perspective, one              
can use the public cloud infrastructures, which provide programmable interfaces to manage            
resources in a cost-efficient manner. The democratic nature of the Internet makes it quick to               
deploy a system and start operations. Apart from the education-specific systems, many existing             
general-purpose software services and software-as-a-services (SaaS) for activities such as video           
conferencing and email can be used to scale to a larger number of users.  

However, the biggest drawback of Internet-based systems is the low-penetration of the Internet             
in developing countries and remote locations of developed countries. As per the recent study by               
UNESCO [11], around 706 million students in the world do not have access to the Internet.  

Even where the Internet is available, there could be low-speed or intermittent connectivity. There              
is also a cost factor associated with the consumption of Internet bandwidth on the learner side.                
The availability of computers/laptops, smartphones, or similar devices can also play a significant             
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factor in the use of Internet-based systems. Adnan et al. [42] presented these issues from a                
student’s perspective on the Internet-based learning system in Pakistan during the COVID-19            
pandemic. Thus, a system must be designed to operate in such scenarios and minimize network               
resource consumption to reduce operational costs.  

One approach to reach learners without Internet connectivity is to use other communication             
networks such as television, telephone, and radio networks [1][6]. A country may have various              
cable, terrestrial, or satellite-based infrastructures to manage these networks. Thus, these           
networks may have more penetration in a country than the Internet, and many learners may               
already have digital devices to operate over them. Many countries have already developed             
systems and programs to deliver educational content through these mediums. For example,            
dedicated educational television channels are operational in countries such as India (Swayam            
Prabha [17]) and Pakistan (Teleschool [18]). Similarly, Interactive radio programs have also            
been developed to reach out to students in many African countries [4] [6]. Voice-based short               
courses are also developed to deliver learning services through feature-phones [19].  

However, the intrinsic properties of these networks also impose technical constraints on the             
system deployed over them. For example, television and radio networks implement a            
broadcasting mechanism to transmit data and support only one-way communication. Thus, data            
transfer from a learner’s device to the system won’t be supported. This upward communication is               
needed for many educational processes, such as student interactions and assessments. Islam et al.              
[37] have highlighted the importance of feedback mechanisms during distance education over            
television. A network may also restrict the delivery of some content formats, e.g., the video               
format is not supported by a radio network. These restrictions may impact the overall learning               
outcomes. In a broadcasting mechanism, the ability to transmit different content simultaneously            
is also limited. In many countries, such networks are regulated by the government, creating              
bureaucratic and financial hurdles. 

Thus, there are trade-offs between various communication networks on attributes such as the             
ability to reach a large number of learners, the flexibility of pedagogical approaches, and the               
network's openness.  

The best approach to meet the current needs would be to build a hybrid system that facilitates                 
learning services through multiple communication networks. A hybrid system would be resilient            
from situations similar to the current pandemic. Such a system would also be able to get the                 
benefits of future technical innovations and evolve in parallel with a country’s infrastructure             
advancements. The system’s design should be aware of the opportunities and challenges imposed             
by all underlying networks. 

The nature and availability of these networks can vary with geography. Similarly, expectations             
from a learning system regarding what and how well it should perform can also change with                
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government or institute. Thus, it is not possible to have a universal design that can be used by all                   
countries. There is a need for a methodological framework to help in designing a learning system                
suitable for a given set of  scenarios.  

This report investigates the problem from the perspective of software architecture. It presents the              
findings in the form of an architectural framework to design a learning system to operate in                
diverse and dynamic environments. The architecture of a system governs its structure and             
behavior, which is affected by the capabilities and limitations of the underlying infrastructural             
resources. To design an infra-aware architecture, functional (what the system would do), and             
non-functional requirements (how well the system does what it intends to do) should be specified               
explicitly. These non-functional requirements play a significant role in the design process and are              
generally referred to as quality attributes (e.g., performance, scalability, etc.) of the system.             
Further, an architect uses tools and techniques to ensure these non-functional requirements of the              
system.  

Not much work has been done on quality attributes specific to a learning system. Nikolic et al.                 
[35] presented a literature survey on quality indicators mentioned in the existing e-learning             
systems. However, the semantics of these indicators are missing in the survey. From our              
investigation of the existing systems, we found that many quality requirements of a learning              
system cannot be presented using the current quality attributes. To represent these quality             
aspects, we present five new quality attributes, as described in the following sections. Apart from               
these new quality attributes, the general quality attributes such as performance and security [12]              
should also be used to specify the quality requirements.  
 
The next section presents an architectural framework to design hybrid systems.  
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3. Infra-aware Architectural Framework for Learning Systems 
 
A technical system is expected to fulfill some requirements. These requirements can be             
categorized as;  
 

1. Functional requirements: Functional requirements specify what a system should perform.          
For example, a system is expected to deliver digital content to learners, and host              
interactions between learners and educators. Additionally, it may be expected to conduct            
assessments, provide certifications, and facilitate personalized learning.  
 

2. Non-functional requirements: These requirements describe how well the functionality         
should be delivered by the system. For example, a requirement may specify that a content               
request from a learner should be fulfilled within 5 seconds.  
 

The non-functional requirements are generally referred to as quality attributes, such as            
performance, security, and scalability. These quality attributes play a significant role in the             
design process and govern the system’s architecture. The architecture of a system describes its              
structure, behavior, and how the system uses the technical capabilities of the underlying             
infrastructure. The software architecture community has cataloged general quality attributes, as           
in ISO 25010 [12]. 
 
To ensure the desired quality attributes, an architect uses several architectural tools in the design               
process, such as tactics and patterns [13]. These tools are abstracted from the experiential              
knowledge of building systems. A tactic is the most granular tool to ensure a single quality                
attribute. For example, redundancy is a tactic to ensure the availability of a system. Here, in the                 
case of a failure, the redundant component can take over to serve the requests. A pattern, such as                  
Model-View-Controller (MVC), can be used to manage trade-offs among multiple quality           
attributes. 
 
In a learning system, learners may operate from diverse and dynamic environments, having             
limited resources. These environments would limit the technical capabilities available to the            
system. Thus, the architecture should be aware of the availability and characteristics of the              
underlying infrastructure to harness its capabilities.  
 
We present a methodological framework to design hybrid learning systems that deliver learning             
services over multiple communication networks. From our investigation of the existing systems,            
we found that there are several quality aspects of a learning system that cannot be fully                
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represented using the existing quality attributes. An example of such a quality aspect is the               
ability of a system to be present for learners with different communication networks, such as the                
Internet and television networks. The framework incorporates five new quality attributes to help             
in identifying and specifying these quality aspects.  
 
The framework incorporates several architectural tactics to ensure these new quality attributes in             
the system. These tactics are agnostic to a particular implementation. Thus, they can be applied               
over different infrastructures - as needed in the case of a hybrid learning system.  

The design methodology has three steps, as described in the following sections:  

1. Identify functional and quality requirements 
2. Identify available infrastructure 
3. Design the system using architectural tactics 

3.1. Identify Functional and Quality Requirements 
 
Representing requirements of a hybrid learning system could be a complex process, as the same               
service may be expected to behave differently on different communication networks. For            
example, depending on the type of the network, a content delivery service may have to deliver                
different formats of the same content.  
 
To specify the functionality along with the possible variations, we propose the use of Feature               
Models. These models have been extensively used in the domain of Software Product Lines              
(SPL) [20]. SPL presents tools and techniques to create a collection of similar systems using a                
common means of production. The SPL knowledge is inspired by product Line engineering in              
other domains, such as manufacturing multiple car models using shared resources.  
 
Using a feature model, one can specify relationships between variants of a feature. For example,               
one can specify that a lecture delivery feature has two variants as delivery in video and audio                 
formats, and at least one of them should be implemented in the system. Similarly, other               
semantics such as mandatory, optional, or alternatives can also be specified in a feature model.               
This representation enables the architect to implement a feature on a network by selecting a               
variant that is supported by that network. Figure 5 depicts an example of a feature model of a                  
learning system.  
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Figure 5: Example of a feature model of a learning system 
 
From our investigation of the existing systems, we found that many quality requirements of a               
learning system cannot be presented using the current quality attributes. To represent these             
quality aspects, we present five new quality attributes, as described in the following sections.              
Apart from these new quality attributes, the general quality attributes such as performance and              
security [12] should also be used to specify the quality requirements.  

3.1.1. Pervasiveness 
 
Pervasiveness is the ability of a learning service to be present in the diverse environments of the                 
learners.  
 
A learning system would demand some digital resources available with a learner. For example, a               
system may expect a learner to access a lecture video through a smartphone app connected with                
the Internet. Thus, a system’s design would decide the environments in which a learner can use                
the services. The pervasiveness can be measured as the number of users (from diverse              
environments) that can use a particular service.  
 
Pervasiveness is represented as a quality attribute as it affects various design decisions and thus,               
the architecture of a system. For example, one way to increase pervasiveness is to deliver content                
over multiple types of communication networks. Thus, the delivery service has to be replicated              
and executed over these networks.  
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3.1.2. Affordability 
 
Affordability is the ability of a learning system to be affordable to use by learners. 
 
The operations of a system may incur expenses for learners. For example, viewing lecture videos               
delivered over the Internet will cost the learner as per the bandwidth consumption. The cost of                
these metered resources may vary with geography and have different models, such as fixed or               
pay-as-you-go. Affordability can be measured as the consumption of infrastructural resources on            
the learner side.  
 
Affordability is represented as a quality attribute as it can be affected by architectural decisions.               
For example, a system may support the delivery of lecture videos in low-resolution formats to               
increase affordability. Similarly, caching the videos on a learner’s device may also reduce the              
cost overhead on the subsequent views of the same video.  

3.1.3. Learning Availability 
 
Learning availability is the quality of a learning service to be available as per the learner’s                
convenience.  
 
A learner may have the resources to access the services, but these resources may not be available                 
around the clock. For example, there could be local electricity disruptions, sharing of the device               
between family members, or network failures. Thus, the system should exhibit learning            
availability to facilitate learning anytime.  
 
Learning availability is a specialization of the general availability quality attribute [12].            
Availability quality attribute has been mostly looked at from the perspective of managing             
failures on the server-side. However, in a learning system, the availability of a service can also                
be affected due to limited resources on the learner-side.  
 
Learning availability is represented as a quality attribute as it can be affected by various               
architectural decisions. For example, a design that removes the dependency on a network by              
serving the request using a user device’s resources can improve learning availability.  
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3.1.4. Educator Capacity 
 
Educator capacity is the ability of a learning service to support multiple educators             
simultaneously.  
 
Learning services should also target learners with different profiles, such as class grades and              
discipline. Services to different profiles can vary in multiple dimensions, such as educational             
content and pedagogical approaches. To facilitate services to all such learners, a system should              
exhibit educator capacity. The educator capacity becomes important in the case of broadcasting             
networks, as they limit the ability to broadcast different content simultaneously. This quality can              
be measured as the number of simultaneous requests from different profiles of a learner can be                
handled by the service.  

3.1.5. Learnability 
 
Many times, actions to increase qualities such as pervasiveness and affordability would have an              
adverse effect on the overall learning outcomes. For example, delivering audio content through             
radio networks may have more pervasiveness than delivering video content through the Internet.             
However, the video content would provide better learning outcomes compared to the audio             
content. Thus, the system should be designed to exhibit learnability - the ability to improve               
overall learning. Learnability depends on various technical and non-technical factors of the            
program, such as pedagogical approach, content format, and interaction mechanisms.  
 
Learnability is included here to highlight the trade-off with other quality attributes. An             
architectural decision to increase a quality attribute should also be evaluated with respect to its               
impact on learnability.  

3.2. Identify Available Infrastructure 
 
It is evident from the discussion above that the infrastructure available to the system would have                
a role in the design process. Thus, it becomes essential to identify the available infrastructural               
resources and their characteristics to make effective design decisions. In this step, all candidate              
infrastructural components and their capabilities are specified. At a conceptual level, these            
components can be categorized as one or more of the following components, as depicted in               
Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Conceptual categories of infrastructural components 
 

1. Client Device: A user, such as a learner and an educator, would need a digital device to                 
assess the system. Many architectural decisions would depend on the capabilities of these             
devices, such as the ability to execute a custom component, supported communication            
networks, and content formats. For example, learners can access the services through a             
feature-phone, smartphone, computer, radio, and television connected with a setup box.           
Similarly, in some scenarios, educators may always have access to a computer. In this              
step, the availability and typical capabilities of these devices are identified. The            
parameters of these devices that can help in the design process are: 

a. Communication networks that are supported by the device.  
b. Content formats supported by the device.  
c. Coverage of the device in terms of number of users (learners/educators). 
d. Technical capabilities exposed by the device that can be harnessed. For example,            

a smartphone exposes a computing environment to deploy an app.  
 

2. Communication Infrastructure: A country may have different types of communication          
infrastructures available for a learning system. For example, a television broadcasting           
network can be implemented using cable, terrestrial, and satellite-based infrastructures.          
These implementations may differ in terms of their penetration, and technical           
capabilities. For example, terrestrial television networks implemented using DVB-RCT         
technology facilitate two-way communication. Even though this technology was invented          
around twenty years ago, it is rarely implemented due to other technical and             
non-technical issues. Similarly, terrestrial networks are susceptible to weather changes          
such as rain. A country may also have small, distributed networks such as community              
radio stations that can also be used to deliver learning services. Thus, in this step, all                
candidate infrastructures are identified. The following parameters of a network can affect            
architectural decisions:  

a. Type of communication, such as one-way or two-way supported by the network. 
b. Network bandwidth for both ways of communication. 
c. The status of connectivity of the network, such as continuous or intermittent. 
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d. Formats of the content supported by the network. 
e. Distribution nature of the network such as centralized, and distributed networks. 
f. Coverage - Number of users connected with each candidate infrastructure. 
g. Cost model (pay-as-you-go or subscription) and other related parameters that          

affect a user. 
h. Government’s rules and regulations to use the network. 
i. Existing players that can be leveraged, such as private channels and satellites. 

 
3. Server Infrastructure: A learning system would also need technical resources to host            

components such as servers. The report assumes that the server infrastructure would be             
available as needed.  

3.3. Design the System using Architectural Tactics 
 
Given functional requirements, quality attributes, and information about the available          
infrastructural resources, the next step is to design the system’s architecture. Although the design              
process is driven by the experiential knowledge of the architect, we present several architectural              
tools that can help the architect to ensure these new quality attributes. These tactics are also                
depicted in Table 1.  

3.3.1. Tactics for Pervasiveness 
 
The following tactics can be used to increase pervasiveness: 
 

1. Augment Infrastructural Resources: To increase pervasiveness, additional infrastructural        
resources can be allocated to the whole system or a specific set of components. One               
approach to realize this tactic is to use the technical capabilities of the existing              
infrastructure of other pervasive systems. Such resources may also impose some           
additional constraints on the functionality, which should be handled.  
 

2. Reduce Functional Demand: To increase pervasiveness, a component’s demand for          
resources can be reduced so that it can also operate in environments with limited              
resources. To realize this tactic, dependencies and consumption of resources by a            
component should be analyzed. Feature models depicting functional requirements can          
help in identifying variants of a feature that has less demand for resources.  

 
3. Cyber Foraging: In this tactic, the demand for resources can be reduced by deploying the               

system or a set of components closer to the consumer or even on the consumer’s device.                
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For example, portable devices such as Aptus [49] can be loaded with some of the               
system’s functionality and operate from nearby schools.  

 
4. Separate Dependencies: To increase pervasiveness, a component can be divided into           

subcomponents having different sets of dependencies on the infrastructural resources.          
Such subcomponents can be further deployed or executed over separate infrastructural           
resources meeting the expectations. For example, for a question-answer interaction, the           
questions can come from the learner through SMS, and the answers can be broadcasted              
using TV networks separately. In these scenarios, a learner can also get benefited from              
answers to questions asked by other learners.  

3.3.2. Tactics for Affordability 
 
The following tactics can be used to ensure affordability in a learning system.  
 

1. Reduce Resource Consumption Per Request: To increase affordability, processing of a           
request can be optimized for efficient use of metered resources at the learner side. The               
realization of this tactic may require improvement at the implementation level of            
components. This action may also have an impact on the learnability quality attribute.  
 

2. Reduce Number of Requests: To increase affordability, the number of requests needed for             
an operation can be reduced if possible. Such an action will reduce the overall resource               
consumption of the operation and increase the affordability. The realization of this tactic             
would demand analysis of the processing behavior of the system. For example, the             
sample rate of requests recording student’s behavior (lecture views) can be reduced.  
 

3. Re-use Processed Output: To increase affordability, a system can avoid repeat processing            
for the same request on the metered resources and can re-use output of any processing               
done in the past. The realization of this tactic would require identifying processes that are               
executed repeatedly and identify opportunities to avoid the same. For example, video            
lectures that are already transferred to the learner, can be cached on the learner’s device               
to avoid retransmitting for subsequent views.  
 

4. Execute on Server: To increase affordability, some computation can be moved to the             
server to reduce resource consumption on the user device. For example, in a video              
conferencing interaction, a learner’s device can directly download the videos of other            
users, or these video feeds can be combined on the server first before sending it to all                 
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consumer devices. The latter approach would have less resource consumption on every            
learner and increase affordability.  
 

5. Defer Execution: To increase affordability, execution of a process can be deferred until             
needed. Thus, wasteful consumption of resources can be reduced to increase           
affordability. For example, by default, the system can avoid downloading images on a             
web/app page and would require a user click.  
 

6. Support Inexpensive Infrastructures: The selection of infrastructures over which a system           
would perform may also depend on its affordability. To increase affordability, a system             
can be designed to work with inexpensive infrastructure. For example, a country may             
have zero-rated infrastructure that can be used to increase affordability.  

3.3.3. Tactics for Learning Availability 
 
The following tactics can be used to ensure learning availability in a learning system.  
 

1. Localize Fulfillment: A process can be designed to execute using only the resources local              
to a user, if possible. This would increase the learning availability as the user does not                
have to depend on the availability of network resources. The realization of this tactic              
would demand analysis of the capabilities of devices available with the consumers.  
 

2. Assume Failures: In some scenarios, it may not be possible to ensure whether the              
functionality has been facilitated to the consumer or not. For example, in a broadcasting              
mechanism, the broadcasting station may not be able to identify whether the content was              
consumed by the learner or failed due to local issues such as electricity. Thus, to increase                
the learning availability of such a process, the system can assume that there would be               
failures and can be desired accordingly, e.g., repeated broadcasting of content after some             
time interval.  
 

3. Notify Availability: In a scenario when a process is not always available, the schedule of               
availability can be notified to consumers a priori to increase its usage. For example,              
learners can be notified a priori about the schedule of content to be broadcasted on a                
television channel. Such notification can also be delivered through other networks such            
as SMS using telephone networks.  
 

4. Speculative Execution: In scenarios where the availability of resources changes          
dynamically, the system can also execute a process in advance to make it available for               
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later use. For example, in a forum application using a mobile app, the posts can be                
downloaded automatically whenever the Internet connectivity is available, for future use.           
This tactic may adversely affect the affordability quality attribute.  
 

5. Mimic Availability: In scenarios where the availability of resources changes dynamically,           
the system can still allow the consumer to perform the action locally, but execute the               
same automatically when the resources are available. For example, in a chat interaction             
through mobile apps, the app can allow a user to send messages even when a network is                 
not available. The app can automatically send the message when a network is available              
without any user intervention. The realization of this tactic would require features to send              
an acknowledgment to the user about the output of the process.  

3.3.4. Tactics for Educator Capacity 
 
The following tactic can be used to ensure educator capacity in a learning system.  
 

1. Increase Available Resources: To increase educator capacity, more resources can be           
made available to the system so that it can handle more users with diverse profiles. The                
realization of this tactic would demand analyzing resource consumption and adding           
resources as per the need. The system should be designed to make use of such resources                
in an efficient manner. For example, to increase the educator capacity of a TV              
broadcasting program to deliver content to diverse learners, content can be delivered            
through more channels.  
 

2. Use Multi-tenancy: Even with increased resources, a system should be able to make use              
of these resources in an effective manner. For such capabilities, the system can have a               
multi-tenant architecture [50], where an educator can be represented as a tenant. Such a              
system can scale to as many tenants as possible either by replicating the components of a                
tenant or making them tenant-aware.  

3.3.5. Tactics for Learnability 
 
Although the concept of learnability is mentioned in many existing articles [44] [45],             
understanding its architectural implications is an open research problem. Finding tactics to            
improve learnability demands a separate dedicated investigation, which is in the scope of future              
work of this report. The current version of the framework incorporates only one aspect of               
learnability: trade-offs between learnability and other quality attributes.  
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Many tactics of other quality attributes, such as pervasiveness and affordability, may have a              
negative impact on the overall learning outcomes. For example, delivering content in audio             
formats will increase the pervasiveness but reduce learnability. Thus, to ensure learnability, the             
architect should analyze such impacts and take appropriate measures to compensate them. In the              
example above, a system can support both audio and video formats to increase pervasiveness              
while maintaining learnability for learners with high-bandwidth connections.  
 

Table 1: Quality attributes and their respective tactics 
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Quality Attribute Tactic 

Pervasiveness Augment Infrastructural Resources 

Reduce Functional Demand 

Cyber Foraging 

Separate Dependencies 

Affordability Reduce Resource Consumption Per Request 

Reduce Number of Requests 

Re-use Processed Output 

Execute on Server 

Defer Execution 

Support Inexpensive Infrastructure 

Learning 
Availability 

Localize Fulfillment 

Assume Failures 

Notify Availability 

Speculative Execution 

Mimic Availability 

Educator Capacity Increase Available Resources 

Use Multi-tenancy 



 

4. Demonstration 
 
This section demonstrates the application of these architectural tactics on the two most important              
processes of a learning system: Content Delivery and Interactions. 

4.1 Content Delivery Process 
 
An essential function of a learning system is to make the learning content available to the                
learners. The learning content can be pre-generated by the educators and stored in the              
repositories managed by the institute or the government. Alternatively, the content can also be              
generated at the time of delivery (e.g., live sessions).  
 
Content Delivery describes the process of delivering content from a content repository (or from a               
live recording studio) to the learners over communication infrastructures such as the Internet and              
broadcasting networks. The essential infrastructural requirements to implement such a service           
would include:  
 

1. Learners should have access to a digital device (e.g., smartphone, laptop, or television) to              
consume the content. The device should have the capabilities to display the content as per               
its format, such as video or audio.  

2. A learner’s device should be connected to a communication network that would allow             
data transfer from the content repository to the device.  

3. To manage the content repository, compute and storage infrastructure would be needed.            
Such infrastructure should also be connected to the communication networks to serve            
content delivery requests. 
 

The following subsections analyze the quality aspects of this process and methods to ensure              
them, as depicted in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Quality attributes and tactics for Content Delivery Process 

 

4.1.1. Pervasiveness of Content Delivery Process 
 
The Content Delivery Process should be able to deliver content to large numbers of learners               
operating in diverse environments. Such ability of the process can be represented as             
pervasiveness, and can be measured as the percentage of the learners from the overall targeted               
learners that are able to access this functionality.  

4.1.1.1. Deliver Content Over Multiple Communication Infrastructures 

 
Not all learners would have access to the same type of communication infrastructure. Thus              
delivering content over a single communication infrastructure would have limited pervasiveness.           
To overcome this issue, the Augment Infrastructural Resources tactic can be realized by using              
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Quality Attribute Tactic Methods for Implementation 

Pervasiveness Augment Infrastructural 
Resources 

Deliver content over multiple 
communication platforms 

Reduce 
Functional Demand 

Reduce content size by supporting 
multiple formats 

Cyber Foraging Move content repository closer to the 
learners 

Affordability Reduce Resource 
Consumption Per Request 

Deliver content in multiple formats 

Support Inexpensive 
Infrastructure 

Zero-rated content delivery 

Re-use Processed Output Avoid content re-transmission 

Learning 
Availability 

Localize Fulfillment Harness local storage  

Assume Failures Periodic release of the same content 

Educator Capacity Increase Available 
Resources 

Increase server resources, Increase 
network resources 



 

technical capabilities of infrastructure available for other systems such as television, radio, and             
telephone.  
 
A communication infrastructure may not support delivery of all types of content formats. For              
example, Internet-based transmission can support any audio-visual format. However, a radio           
network cannot support video format (without a dedicated decoder on the client-side). Thus, the              
content should also be made available in the format supported by the communication             
infrastructure.  
 
The realization of this tactic may adversely affect the learnability quality attribute due to changes               
in the content format. To overcome this trade-off, content can be delivered on multiple              
communication infrastructures to ensure learnability wherever resources are available.  
 
A communication infrastructure may have been implemented using different technologies in           
different geographies of a country. For example, television broadcasting networks may be            
implemented using both digital and analog technologies in a country. The system should have              
the ability to manage processes over such multiple technical implementations. 
 
In some scenarios, it may be needed to combine multiple networks to reach a learner. For                
example, in the absence of a fully centralized broadcast network, content from the repository can               
be delivered to an intermediary via one network, and from intermediary to a learner via another                
network.  

4.1.1.2. Reduce Content Size by Supporting Multiple Formats  

 
Parameters of the communication infrastructure, such as bandwidth, can also affect the delivery             
operations. For example, many learners may have only 2G connectivity, which provides 10Kbps             
network bandwidth. Downloading large files over such a network may take huge amounts of              
time, making the functionality unusable.  
 
To increase pervasiveness by reaching out to learners with low-bandwidth connections, the            
Reduce Functional Demand tactic can be implemented. Here, the size of the content can be               
reduced by delivering content in formats such as audio and pdfs that have a less digital footprint.                 
Videos can also be delivered with low-resolutions to have a smaller size to the extent possible.                
Table 3 and Table 4 depict the bandwidth of various Internet standards and the bandwidth               
required to transfer different resolutions of video formats. As the format has an adverse impact               
on learnability, high-quality content should also be supported in scenarios where high-bandwidth            
is available.  
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To ease the process at the learner-side and handle dynamic changes in the available bandwidth,               
the delivery process can also dynamically change the content format and resolution depending on              
the scenario. For example, on Youtube, video resolution can be automatically changed by the              
player depending on the network bandwidth.  
 

Table 3: Bandwidth of various Internet standards [14] 

 
Table 4: Bandwidth requirements for different video qualities [14] 

 

4.1.1.3 Move Content Repository Closer to the Learners 

 
To further increase the pervasiveness, the Cyber Foraging tactic can be implemented to reduce              
dependency on the network. The basic idea of this tactic is to move the content repository closer                 
to the learners. 
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Internet Standard Bandwidth Supported Operations 

2G GSM 10 Kbps Voice Calls 

2G CDMA 10 Kbps Voice Calls 

2.5G GPRS 50 Kbps Internet/e-mail 

2.5G EDGE 200 Kbps Internet/e-mail 

3G 384 Kbps Video Streaming 

3.5G HSPDA 5-30 Mbps HD Streaming 

4G LTE 100-200 Mbps Mobile TV 

Video Quality Resolution Min. Bit-rate 

240p 426 X 240 300 Kbps 

360p 640 X 360 400 Kbps 

480p 854 X 480 500 Kbps 

720p 1280 X 720 1.5 Mbps 

1080p 1920 X 1040 3 Mbps 



 

For example, the content can be loaded into small portable devices such as Aptus [49] capable of                 
storing and streaming the content. Such devices can be set up in schools where learners can                
periodically go and update content on their local devices such as smartphones. Similarly,             
smartphones of select learners having high-bandwidth connectivity can work as a streaming            
device for other learners using peer-to-peer connections.  

4.1.2. Affordability of Content Delivery Process 
 
A learner may incur expenses while consuming the content over a network. These expenses              
would depend on the consumption of resources by the delivery process, such as network              
bandwidth. The ability of the delivery process to minimize the cost can be presented as               
affordability. Such quality can be measured as cost per lecture or course incurred by the learner.  

4.1.2.1. Deliver Content in Multiple Formats 

 
To increase affordability, the Reduce Resource Consumption Per Request tactic can be applied to              
reduce network consumption by delivering content in formats having a smaller digital footprint,             
such as audio and text formats.  

4.1.2.2. Avoid Content Re-transmission  

 
If a user device supports storage capabilities, the Re-use Processed Output tactic can be used for                
content delivery processes. For example, an app on a smartphone can store the content fetched               
from the Internet and store it locally. Such support would increase affordability as any repeated               
request for the content will not consume the network bandwidth. Some setup boxes for television               
broadcasting also support storing of the content.  

4.1.2.3. Zero-rated Content Delivery 

 
A non-technical tactic, where educational content can be made zero-rated on the learner-side by              
partnering with infrastructure providers such as television networks and Internet service           
providers [7]. Implementation of such tactics also depends on government policies. Similarly,            
content can be delivered on networks which do not incur operational cost on the user-side.  

4.1.3. Learning Availability of Content Delivery Process 
 
The ability of the delivery process to make content available to the learners can be represented as                 
learning availability. For example, one design may support on-demand content access around the             
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clock exhibiting higher availability compared to a design where content is available only on              
fixed schedules.  

4.1.3.1. Harness Local Storage  

 
Client devices on the Internet also provide an opportunity to use local resources such as storage                
and compute power. These resources can also be exploited to increase some of the desired               
quality attributes. For example, in the case of mobile app-based access, lectures once fetched can               
be stored on the mobile device. Here, any subsequent access can be served through the local                
storage on the mobile device, which would reduce dependency on the network and load on the                
server. The same can also be used to deliver content to another mobile device using a                
peer-to-peer connection such as Bluetooth. Similar functionality can also be implemented over a             
desktop-based application. Similarly, some setup boxes also support storing the content, which            
could increase availability.  

4.1.3.2. Periodic Release 

 
In the case of broadcasting networks such as television and radio, learning availability is very               
low as the release would be based on a fixed schedule. In such a scenario, there could be failures                   
on the learner-side, such as electricity disruptions. To increase the learning availability, the             
broadcaster can assume that there will be failures on the learner-side, and the same content can                
be repeatedly broadcasted multiple times.  

4.1.4. Educator Capacity of Content Delivery Process 
 
Different content has to be made available to learners with different profiles, such as class grades                
and discipline. The ability of the system to simultaneously provide access to different content              
can be represented as educator capacity of the system.  

4.1.4.1. Increase Server Infrastructure 

 
Hardware resources can be increased at the server-side to handle multiple requests            
simultaneously. Similarly, the components can also be designed in such a way that they exhibit               
scalability - make use of new resources in a cost-efficient manner.  

4.1.4.2. Increase Network Infrastructure 
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In the case of a broadcast network, the same content has to be delivered to every learner. Thus, to                   
increase capacity, the system should be able to deliver content through multiple channels. A              
channel can be further used in a time-slot manner to deliver different content.  

4.2. Interactions 
 
This process describes the functionality of conducting interactions between various stakeholders,           
such as learner-educator interaction and learner-learner interaction. The desired functionality can           
be implemented in several ways, such as live sessions (video, audio, or textual chats), forums,               
and emails.  
 
From the resource requirements point of view, an interaction would demand two-way data             
transfer, and a device that can support input by the learner. The following sections present the                
application of tactics to ensure quality attributes in the interaction process, as depicted in Table               
5.  
 

Table 5: Quality attributes and tactics for the Interactions Process 
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Quality Attribute Tactic Results 

Pervasiveness Reduce Functional 
Demand 

Facilitate asynchronous interactions 

Reduce Functional 
Demand 

Support low-resolution content formats 

Separate 
Dependencies 

Separate processes for questions and answers 

Affordability Reduce Resource 
Consumption Per 
Request 

Formats with smaller digital footprints 
 

Execute on Server Integrate and compress video feeds 

Reduce Number of 
Requests 

Small scale sessions 

Defer Execution Download interest-specific content 



 

 

4.2.1. Pervasiveness of Interactions Process 
 
The following decisions can help in increasing the pervasiveness of the interactions process.  

4.2.1.1. Facilitate Asynchronous Interactions 

 
Depending on the desired functionality, an interaction process may demand different sets of             
infrastructural resources. For example, a live session between learners and educators would            
demand continuous two-way connectivity between them. However, interactions through forums          
and emails can work with intermittent network connectivity. Using the Reduce Functional            
Demand, functionality can be selected to reduce demand of resources. Here, the system can              
implement asynchronous interactions in the form of forums and emails, which would demand             
fewer infrastructural resources.  

4.2.1.2. Support Low-resolution Content Formats 

 
 
Consumption of resources by an interaction process can also be reduced by supporting content              
formats having a smaller digital footprint. For example, interactions in textual chat can work              
with a low-bandwidth Internet connection, however, interactions in audio/video chat would           
demand a high-bandwidth Internet connection. Thus, a system supporting textual chat           
interactions would be more pervasive.  
 
Similarly, in the case of Internet-based video/audio conferencing, technologies such as H.323            
[15] have been developed to work in low-bandwidth scenarios. Such technologies and protocols             
can further increase pervasiveness.  
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Learning 
Availability 

Speculative 
Execution 

Download content in advance 

Mimic Availability Allow user input 

Educator Capacity Increase Available 
Resources 

Increase network resources 

Use Multi-tenancy Multi-tenant video interactions 



 

4.2.1.3. Separate Processes for Questions and Answers 

 
In a question-answering interaction, two-way communication is needed to enable data flow            
between learners and educators. In the case of broadcasting mechanisms such as television and              
radio, two-way communication is not supported by the infrastructure. In these scenarios, the             
process can be divided into two separate subprocesses, where each process is executed on a               
different infrastructure. For example, learners can ask questions through alternative mediums           
such as SMS and phone calls. Responses to such questions can be delivered in a specific                
broadcasting session, or can even be embedded in the lecture videos/audios during delivery.             
Such a scenario can also be implemented in a live setting similar to teleshopping and radio                
programs.  

4.2.2. Affordability of Interactions Process 
 
The following decisions can help in increasing the affordability of the interactions process. 

4.2.2.1. Reduce Resource Consumption Per Request 

 
To increase affordability, formats with a smaller digital footprint should be used as they would               
consume less network bandwidth.  

4.2.2.2. Integrate and Compress Video Feeds 

 
In many applications, the bandwidth consumption on a learner-side would also depend on the              
number of learners that are connected to the live session. Some applications consolidate streams              
of the learners on the client device, which may consume more bandwidth. To increase the               
affordability, the streams of multiple learners should be consolidated on the server-side.  

4.2.2.3. Small Scale Sessions 

 
The number of learners in a session can also be reduced to have an impact on the bandwidth,                  
however it would require scaling at the educator-side.  

4.2.2.4. Defer Execution 

 
In the case of an Internet-based system, consumption of network bandwidth can be reduced by               
avoiding download of the complete content. For example, in a forum-based interaction, a learner              
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may not access all forum posts. Thus, only the forum posts that are subscribed by the learner can                  
be downloaded to reduce bandwidth consumption. Similarly, a user should have the options to              
disable automatic download of media files to reduce operational costs.  

4.2.3. Learning Availability of Interactions Process 
 
The following decisions can help in increasing the learning availability of the interactions             
process.  

4.2.3.1. Speculative Execution 

 
To increase learning availability of asynchronous applications such as forums, a mobile app can              
automatically download the form posts in advance whenever there is a connectivity. Thus, the              
content would be more available for use.  

4.2.3.2. Allow User Input 

 
In some scenarios, the availability of infrastructural resources may change dynamically. For            
example, a learner may have intermittent network connectivity. To implement an interaction over             
such a network, the system can allow the learner to input the message on the local device, but                  
send these messages automatically when the network is available. In the case the learner’s device               
is not able to find a network, it can retry multiple times over a period of time.  

4.2.4. Educator Capacity of Interactions Process 
 
The following decisions can help in increasing the educator capacity of the interactions process. 

4.2.4.1. Increase Network Resources 

 
To exhibit the educator capacity, the system should support multiple interactions happening in             
parallel. This would demand infrastructural resources on the server-side. For example, if            
questions are received via voice calls on telephony networks, the system should be connected to               
multiple telephone lines. This scenario would also need multiple ports in the telephone interface              
card (hardware component) that connects telephone lines to the system.  

4.2.4.2. Multi-tenant Video Interactions 
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Internet-based video interactions are generally resource-intensive operations for the server. The           
number of simultaneous interactions can vary with time. Similarly, the resource consumption by             
each interaction can also vary with the number of learners present in that interaction. In a typical                 
deployment, all these multiple interactions would share the server resources. In such a setting,              
these interactions may also affect each other’s operations. Similarly, increasing hardware           
resources also has practical limitations, and it may not even be possible to host all interactions on                 
a single hardware. Thus, to manage multiple interactions in a cost-efficient way, the interactions              
component can be designed with multi-tenancy principles [50]. Each educator can be treated as a               
tenant of the system, and resource allocation can be managed at a tenant-level of granularity. The                
system can be deployed on multiple hardware servers, where one server may host one or more                
tenants.  
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5. Conclusion 
 
Delivering learning services in resource-constrained environments has become an essential          
requirement for countries, especially in scenarios similar to the COVID-19 pandemic. Most of             
the current approaches revolve around using a single communication network to deliver services.             
However, such approaches fail to meet the requirements to reach a large number of learners               
while ensuring the quality of learning outcomes. Countries have to look towards hybrid learning              
systems that can combine multiple communication networks to harness the technical capabilities            
wherever available. For example, a learning service can be divided into smaller sub-services and              
these sub-services can be executed over different networks to fulfill the overall requirement. The              
heterogeneous nature of these communication networks demands a systematic approach to           
design and implement a hybrid learning system. A software architectural approach can be very              
helpful to operate at a network-independent abstraction level to articulate and ensure the quality              
aspects of the system.  
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Appendix A: Architecture of a Hybrid Learning System 
 
Figure 7 presents a reference architecture for a hybrid learning system. The components of the               
reference architecture are explained below. 
 

 
Figure 7: Reference Architecture for a hybrid learning system 

 

1. Communication Layer 
 
Learning services would be transferring data (to and fro) over different networks to ensure              
pervasiveness. To use these networks, different software and hardware components may be            
needed to manage communications. For example, in the case of a telephone network, a hardware               
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board to connect to the network, and software components to implement the technical protocols,              
are needed. To ensure modifiability and reusability, these components should be managed            
separately from the other components of learning services. This can be achieved by having a               
separate communication layer that exposes various communication applications such as          
one-to-one voice calls over telephone, web requests and video broadcasting over television.            
Internally, the layer implements these applications using dedicated software and hardware           
components for each network.  

2. Data Layer 
 
This layer is responsible for managing all the data used by the various services. The layer can                 
have two types of data repositories:  

2.1. Core Learning Data 
 
These repositories would maintain the core learning data such as lecture content, assessments,             
and interaction data. Data such as lecture content would be generated in multiple formats such as                
video, audio and text/pdf. Similarly, for a specific format, the content could be available with               
multiple format-specific qualities such as 1080p resolution and 480p resolution video. These            
properties of the data, such as content formats and mapping between various formats of the same                
lecture content, should be stored explicitly in the database. Similarly, data such as course              
structure and release schedule should be stored explicitly in the database instead of hard-coding              
in the components. This will give the ability to manage them independently and have data-driven               
components.  

2.2. Application Metadata 
 
These repositories would maintain the metadata that is used by other components during             
processing, such as delivery profiles, source information, and presentation. A metadata-driven           
approach would move the business logic away from the components to the database, so that it                
can be managed at a single place instead of hardcoded into multiple heterogeneous components.  
 
For example, the system may decide that the 1080p resolution video format should be used for a                 
learner with a high-bandwidth Internet connection, and audio format should be used for a              
low-bandwidth Internet connection. Such rules should be maintained explicitly in the database to             
be used by various services.  
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3. Common Utilities 
 
This layer incorporates the common utilities used by other components such as content format              
generators, text to speech and speech to text libraries.  

4. Abstract Service Layer 
 
This layer implements the core functionalities of learning services such as content delivery,             
interactions, and assessments. Internally, the components in this layer make use of functionalities             
exposed by the data layer, communication layer, and common utilities.  
 
The internal mechanism of a service can vary with communication applications and pedagogical             
approaches. For example, an asynchronous question process can be implemented as a forum for              
web-based learners. This process can also be implemented using SMS for telephone-based            
learners. Conceptually, a message received by any of these mediums (e.g., forum post or SMS)               
is a question from an educator’s perspective. Thus, he should be able to view all such questions                 
on a web-UI and answer them using the same interface, irrespective of their original medium.               
The answer can be finally delivered to the learners through different networks. Similarly, a quiz               
can be implemented as a web-quiz or through voice call where responses are recorded and               
converted to text.  
 
This is achieved by dividing a service into two parts; Infra-aware component that manages the               
mechanism to use a particular communication application, and Infra-agnostic component that           
presents common interfaces of a specific type of service (e.g., one-way content delivery) across              
communication applications.  

5. Application Layer 
 
This layer incorporates the components that orchestrate and manage various services to fulfill the              
desired functionality, such as course management, content management and system          
administration.  
 
Figure 8 depicts an example of a learning system following the reference architecture.  
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Figure 8: Example architecture of a hybrid learning system 
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Appendix B: Implementing Learning Services over Telephone       
Networks 
 
This section presents an example architecture of a learning system that delivers services over              
telephone networks in the form of voice calls, multimedia and text messages. As a telephone               
network supports two-way communication, many learning services such as content delivery,           
interactions, and assessments can be implemented over a telephone network.  
 
The aim is to empower a learning service with the ability to programmatically use              
communication services over telephone networks. These capabilities require both hardware and           
software components to connect with the telephone network and manage the communication            
services. Alternatively, there are several commercial offerings that provide programmable          
interfaces to directly use in an application without additional software and hardware components.             
This example focuses on building on-premise capabilities for these services.  
 
Please note that several commercial product offerings are mentioned throughout this section. The             
report does not endorse any of these products, and they are mentioned here just to give some                 
examples to the readers.  
 

 
Figure 9: Architecture of a learning system using telephone networks  
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The components of the architecture are explained below:  

1. Telephone Interface Board 
 
Telephone Interface Board, also called as Telephone Interface Card and Telephony Card, is an              
essential installable hardware component to connect a computer with a telephone line. On one              
end, it would connect to a computer using PCI and the other end would connect to an analog or a                    
digital telephone network such as PSTN and ISDM. A board can perform the main actions of a                 
telephone such as making calls and IVR. Many vendor offerings for these cards, such as               
Sangoma [21] and Voicetronix [22] are available in the market. These offerings may differ in               
several parameters such as the number of ports, and port types. Here, to connect a PRI line from                  
a PSTN network, an FXO port is needed on the board.  

2. Software PBX 
 
This component implements the internal protocols to use the Telephone Interface Board, and             
provides abstracts communication services to be used by the application. Thus, it implements the              
software part of a Private Branch Exchange (PBX). For example, it can provide an interface to                
specify what should be done when a call is received on port-1. The component can be treated as                  
a communication server, equivalent to a web server for web applications. Many commercial and              
open-source offerings are available in the market, such as FreeSwitch [23], and Asterisk [24].  

3. Communication Platform 
 
This component uses the capabilities of the Software PBX and facilitates application            
development tools to incorporate these capabilities into the application. For example, for a             
web-based application, this component would provide an application programming interface          
(API) to make a call or manage incoming calls in the application. Additionally, the component               
may also ease the monitor of usage of the underlying services through analytics and reporting.               
Open-source examples of such components are Plivo-framework [25], Somleng [26], and           
Restcomm [27].  
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Appendix C: Implementing Learning Services over Television       
Networks 
 
This section presents an example architecture of a learning system that delivers services over              
television networks in the form of video content. As a television network supports only one-way               
communication, only a subset of services such as the delivery of content and question/answers              
can be implemented over this network. As the target use for areas where the Internet is not                 
available, the section has not included IPTV technologies. This section only focuses on the              
technical part of transmitting content over the television network, from the perspective of a              
learning system.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Architecture of a learning system delivering services over television networks  

 
To use the television network, a learning system has to transfer content to the ground station. The                 
ground station would further transmit the content through the available infrastructure for            
broadcasting. The last-mile delivery can occur through a satellite (DTH), terrestrial, or cable             
network. A user may need different appliances to receive content through these networks, such              
as dish, setup box, and antenna.  
 
The learning system should be connected to the ground station through a network, such as the                
Internet. In the case when a network cannot be established, the content can be loaded on an                 
appliance and delivered to the ground station. However, only the pre-recorded content can be              
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delivered in this method. The system can directly upload the content to the satellite using               
on-premise infrastructure (e.g., used in satellite trucks). Alternatively, public cloud offerings           
such as AWS Ground Station [28] can also be used to manage communications with the satellite.  
 
Depending on the technology used by the communication infrastructure, such as analog, DVB             
(DVB-S/S2 for satellite, DVB-T/T2 for terrestrial, and DVB-C/C2 for cable networks) or ISDB,             
the content has to be communicated to the ground station in a specific format. Thus, a Content                 
Encoder component is needed with the learning system to encode the content in the required               
formats, such as MPEG2.  
 
A Content Manager component would be needed to stream the content over the network for               
transmission to the ground station. Additionally, the Content Manager can also be designed to              
embed additional content in a lecture video before transmission. For example, questions or             
responses to the common questions asked through other mediums can be embedded in a lecture               
video.  
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Appendix D: Systems for Delivery of Learning Services in         
Commonwealth Countries 
 
The following table presents information about existing systems in select Commonwealth           
countries to deliver learning services. Many of these systems have been implemented as the              
country’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The table is compiled from resources easily             
available on the Internet, and may not be complete in nature.  
 

Table 6: Systems for delivery of learning services in select Commonwealth countries 
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Country Related Systems Sources 

Africa 

Botswana 

A dedicated educational television channel was launched in        
June 2020. For the initial period, the content will be          
broadcasted on an existing channel - Botswana Television        
(BTV). The country has terrestrial (90% coverage) and        
satellite-based (100% coverage) television network Globalpartnership 

Botswana Open University has an Internet-based portal for        
learning services. The content is also streamed over        
web-radio. BOU 

Cameroon 

School on TV program was launched on existing television         
and radio channels of CRTV in April 2020. 

Cameroonian 
responses to  
COVID-19 

A private channel - School TV Africa - to broadcast          
educational content over a satellite-based network is       
launched in Dec 2020 

Journalducamerou
n 

Gambia 
Television and radio-based broadcasting of educational      
content (e.g., QTV, GRTS, GETV television channels) UNESCO 

Ghana 
Educational content is broadcasted on existing television       
channel (GLTV) and radio stations UNESCO 

Kenya 

iMlango project delivers learning services to schools via        
satellite-based broadband network iMlango 

Dedicated television and radio channels for the broadcasting        
of educational content KICD 

https://www.globalpartnership.org/blog/school-interrupted-4-options-distance-education-continue-teaching-during-covid-19
http://elearn.bou.ac.bw/moodle/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11159-020-09870-x
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11159-020-09870-x
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11159-020-09870-x
https://www.journalducameroun.com/en/news-in-brief/cameroon-new-tv-channel-school-tv-africa-launched-in-yaounde/
https://www.journalducameroun.com/en/news-in-brief/cameroon-new-tv-channel-school-tv-africa-launched-in-yaounde/
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://www.imlango.com/
https://kicd.ac.ke/our-services/educational-media/kicd-edu-channel-line-up/
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Mauritius 
Broadcasting of educational content on television and radio        
channels UNESCO 

Mozambique 
TeleEscola program to deliver content on television and        
radio channels IPSNews 

Namibia 

Dedicated educational television EDU TV since September       
2014. It requires a specific decoder with the user NPC 

In April 2020, One Africa TV and Eduvision started         
LearnOnOne project to deliver educational content on       
television channels and Internet streaming websites. Namibian.com 

Notesmaster Namibia (www.notesmaster.com) is a Learning      
Management System used by NAMCOL for senior grades        
(10-12) 

Ministry of  
Education 
Namibia 

Namibia Reads is an app for digital library promoted by the           
Ministry of Education 

Windhoek Express  
News 

2000+ educational programs are broadcasted on radio from        
national and community radio stations Signis.net 

Nigeria 
Many states are broadcasting educational content on       
television and radio 

Federal Ministry  
of Education  
Nigeria 

The government is considering zero-rated Internet access for        
educational content. Techpoint.africa 

Rwanda 

Rwanda Education Board (REB) (along with Unicef) has        
started delivery of educational content through radio UNICEF 

Since April 2020, REB started educational programs on        
existing television channels such as Rwanda Television,       
TV10 Rwanda, and Catholic Television (TvPacis) 

REB Facebook  
Page 

REB facilitate e-learning through an online portal -        
https://elearning.reb.rw/ REB E-learning 

Educational content is also made available on a Youtube         
channel REB Youtube 

Sierra Leone 
During the 2014 Ebola crisis, the country broadcasted        
educational content through 41 radio stations and the        
country's only television channel 

Globalpartnership.
org 

South Africa The South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC)      SABC 

https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://www.ipsnews.net/2020/11/television-education-mozambique/
https://www.nbc.na/sites/default/files/pdf/September%2022nd%202014-EDU%20TV%20on%20nbc.pdf
https://www.namibian.com.na/200052/archive-read/LearnOnOne-platform-launched
https://www.moe.gov.na/covid_view.php?id=40
https://www.moe.gov.na/covid_view.php?id=40
https://www.moe.gov.na/covid_view.php?id=40
https://www.we.com.na/news/a-whole-new-e-reading-world-thanks-to-app2020-03-19
https://www.we.com.na/news/a-whole-new-e-reading-world-thanks-to-app2020-03-19
http://www.signis.net/news/media/23-08-2019/college-in-namibia-launches-radio-educational-programme
https://education.gov.ng/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/DIGITAL-LEARNING-COMPILATION-BY-FME-NEMIS.pdf
https://education.gov.ng/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/DIGITAL-LEARNING-COMPILATION-BY-FME-NEMIS.pdf
https://education.gov.ng/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/DIGITAL-LEARNING-COMPILATION-BY-FME-NEMIS.pdf
https://techpoint.africa/2020/11/14/how-high-speed-internet-connectivity-in-public-schools-can-save-nigerias-education-system/
https://www.unicef.org/rwanda/stories/radio-learning-time-coronavirus
https://www.facebook.com/1994415110879008/posts/2567514926902354/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/1994415110879008/posts/2567514926902354/?d=n
https://elearning.reb.rw/
https://elearning.reb.rw/
https://elearning.reb.rw/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCSm2s9wZC8B611SIslsUWg
https://www.globalpartnership.org/blog/how-did-sierra-leone-implement-radio-instruction-during-ebola-crisis
https://www.globalpartnership.org/blog/how-did-sierra-leone-implement-radio-instruction-during-ebola-crisis
https://www.sabc.co.za/sabc/sabc-launches-a-new-television-channel-sabc-education/
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launched a new television channel SABC Education and        
radio programs in April 2020 to broadcast educational        
content. 

Mindset, along with partnership with Intelsat, has been        
delivering educational content on television channels and       
Internet-based applications across South Africa through      
satellite-based networks Intelsat.com 

The government is planning to launch a satellite as a long           
term plan to support digital transmission needs Businesstech 

Telkom ZA - a telecom provider has zero-rated the         
educational websites Worldbank 

Online portals https://wcedeportal.co.za/ and    
http://www.education.gov.za/ facilitate access to learning     
content ITweb 

Live sessions in mock classroom settings are broadcasted on         
television Worldbank 

Tanzania 

The iKnowledge project facilitates e-learning over      
satellite-based broadband network that covers 100% of       
Tanzania Avantiplc.com 

The Ministry of Education has set up delivery of educational          
content through existing television and radio channels (TBC        
Radio, Azam TV, Chaneli Ten, and ZBC Radio) UNESCO 

Uganda 

An Internet-based eLearning platform - Kolibri Uganda is        
released by National Information Technology Authority-      
Uganda in partnership with UNICEF in March 2020 UNESCO 

Educational content is broadcasted on the existing television        
and radio channels (UBC TV, CBS Radio, Star FM) UNESCO 

Zambia 

An Internet-based national platform - Smart Revision - helps         
the students of selected grades to prepare for examinations Smart Revision 

Educational content is delivered on the existing television        
channel - ZNBC UNESCO 

Asia 

Bangladesh 
Educational content is broadcasted on existing national       
television channel - Sangsad Bangladesh Television, along       UNICEF 

https://www.intelsat.com/newsroom/intelsat-and-mindset-networks-18-year-partnership-expands-access-to-high-impact-social-economic-education-resources-across-africa-during-covid-19/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/telecommunications/401553/government-wants-to-launch-a-satellite-to-help-south-african-students-study-remotely/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/edutech/brief/how-countries-are-using-edtech-to-support-remote-learning-during-the-covid-19-pandemic
https://wcedeportal.co.za/
https://wcedeportal.co.za/
http://www.education.gov.za/
http://www.education.gov.za/
https://www.itweb.co.za/content/lLn14Mmj1peqJ6Aa
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/educational-television-during-covid-19-how-start-and-what-consider
https://www.avantiplc.com/case-studies/iknowledge-project-overview/
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://www.smartrevision.co.zm/
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://www.unicef.org/bangladesh/en/stories/students-bangladesh-adjust-remote-learning-national-tv-during-covid-19-lockdown
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with partnership with UNICEF 

Internet-based content repository for educational material is       
available at -   
http://digitalcontent.ictd.gov.bd/index.php/site/index ICTD 

Brunei Educational programs are broadcasted on television Brudirect.com 

India 

34 dedicated educational DTH channels in Swayam Prabha Swayam Prabha 

Educational Content and Virtual Classes are broadcasted by        
All India Radio 

Indiaeducationdiar
y.in 

Various Internet-based portals such as Swayam, NPTEL and        
e-pathshala  

Malaysia 

A dedicated television channel - TV Okey - was launched in           
April 2020 to broadcast educational content. Worldbank.org 

Internet-based content delivery is facilitated by the portal        
EduwebTV EduwebTV 

Maldives 
Internet-based access to learning resources - Filaa Filaa 

Broadcasting of educational classes on existing television       
channel - YES TV UNESCO 

Pakistan 

Dedicated Educational television Channel - Teleschool,      
launched in April 2020. 

Hindustan Times  
News 

Internet-based learning services via the Virtual University       
Open Courseware (https://ocw.vu.edu.pk/) Virtual University 

Virtual University also releases educational content using       
satellite based television channels VTV1-4 Virtual University 

Educational material available on Youtube and Dailymotion UNESCO 

Ilm-on-Wheels program delivers technical education to      
schools through mobile van called School Garee Teletaleem 

Sri Lanka 

Broadcasting educational content on existing channels -       
Channel Eye and Nethra TV UNESCO 

Internet-based national e-learning portal E-thaksalava for      
grades 1-12 UNESCO 

Caribbean Region 

Bahamas Two dedicated television channels for content delivery Bahamaslocal.com 

http://digitalcontent.ictd.gov.bd/index.php/site/index
http://digitalcontent.ictd.gov.bd/index.php/site/index
http://digitalcontent.ictd.gov.bd/index.php/site/index
https://www.brudirect.com/news.php?id=91021
https://www.swayamprabha.gov.in/
https://indiaeducationdiary.in/doordarshan-all-india-radio-broadcast-educational-content-virtual-classes/
https://indiaeducationdiary.in/doordarshan-all-india-radio-broadcast-educational-content-virtual-classes/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/edutech/brief/how-countries-are-using-edtech-to-support-remote-learning-during-the-covid-19-pandemic
http://eduwebtv.moe.edu.my/
https://filaa.moe.gov.mv/
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://www.hindustantimes.com/education/imran-khan-inaugurates-pakistan-s-national-broadcast-education-channel/story-8Ybmjwiad5fVz0sVXCTepO.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/education/imran-khan-inaugurates-pakistan-s-national-broadcast-education-channel/story-8Ybmjwiad5fVz0sVXCTepO.html
http://www.vu.edu.pk/pages/HowVuWorks.aspx
http://www.vu.edu.pk/pages/HowVuWorks.aspx
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
http://www.teletaleem.com/?q=node/215
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://www.bahamaslocal.com/newsitem/241125/Ministry_of_Education_makes_live_broadcasting_educational_content_available_for_students_to_continue_learning_through_COVID19_Pandemic.html
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Internet-based virtual learning portal - Bahamas Virtual       
Learning Portal UNESCO 

Guyana 
Dedicated television channel - Guyana Learning Channel Stabroeknews.com 

Internet-based national portal for e-Learning 
Ministry of  
Education Guyana 

Jamaica 
Broadcasting of educational content on 25 cable channels Worldbank 

Internet-based government website for learning materials. It       
is also zero-rated Worldbank 

Pacific Region 

 
Pasifika TV broadcasts Home Learning TV program to eight         
Pacific countries Samoa, Tonga, Cook Islands, Niue, Fiji,        
Vanuatu, Solomon Islands, and Papua New Guinea. 

Home Learning  
TV 

 

Pacific Regional Video on Demand (VOD) Channel by 
Commonwealth of Learning facilitates Internet-based access 
to educational resources in video formats supporting 
curriculum needs in Fiji, Nauru and Samoa. 

Pacific Regional  
Channel 

Fiji 

Dedicated television channel via Walesi Fijitimes.com 

Radio programs on two radio stations - RF One and RF Two Worldbank 

Internet-based learning services - FEMIS LIVE Version - by         
Ministry of Education UNESCO 

Kiribati 
Internet-based access to digital resources for students in        
grades 1 to 13 - by the Ministry of Education UNESCO 

Samoa 

Broadcasting of educational content on television (TV1 &        
National Channel) and radio (2AP) channels UNESCO 

Internet-based resources by the Ministry of Education 

Ministry of  
Education, Sports,  
and Culture -   
Samoa 

Solomon 
Islands 

The Distance Learning Centres Project (DLCP) also known        
as SchoolNet, connects high schools of nine provinces with         
broadband Internet via a VSAT network. ITU.INT 

Educational lessons produced by the Ministry of Education        
and Human Resource Development are broadcasted on       
SIBC radio station UNESCO 

https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://www.stabroeknews.com/2020/08/12/news/guyana/ngsa-results-due-on-or-before-september-25-education-ministry/
https://www.education.gov.gy/web/
https://www.education.gov.gy/web/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/edutech/brief/how-countries-are-using-edtech-to-support-remote-learning-during-the-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/edutech/brief/how-countries-are-using-edtech-to-support-remote-learning-during-the-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.pasifikatv.co.nz/shows/home-learning-tv
https://www.pasifikatv.co.nz/shows/home-learning-tv
https://pacificregionalchannel.org/
https://pacificregionalchannel.org/
https://www.fijitimes.com/fijis-first-free-to-air-educational-channel-to-go-live-tomorrow/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/edutech/brief/how-countries-are-using-edtech-to-support-remote-learning-during-the-covid-19-pandemic
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
https://mesc.gov.ws/
https://mesc.gov.ws/
https://mesc.gov.ws/
https://mesc.gov.ws/
http://www.itu.int/itunews/manager/display.asp?lang=en&year=2008&issue=07&ipage=30
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses
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Internet-based platform to facilitate access to educational       
resources - iResource 

Solomon Islands  
iResource 

Tonga 
In June 2020, Ministry of Education and Training conducted         
one-day national trial by broadcasting educational content       
live via radio and television 

Tonga-broadcastin
g.net 

Vanuatu 

Educational content for students from kindergarten to       
primary school is broadcasted on Radio Vanuatu by the         
Homskul Givhan Program (MoET) since April 2020 Dailypost.vu 

Internet-based access is provided using a learning       
management system (Moodle) by various universities UNESCO 

http://www.iresource.gov.sb/
http://www.iresource.gov.sb/
http://www.tonga-broadcasting.net/?p=18988
http://www.tonga-broadcasting.net/?p=18988
https://dailypost.vu/news/ministry-of-education-launches-radio-learning-program-to-support-home-schooling/article_70ada662-86a2-11ea-bdf5-e74907c4a116.html
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/nationalresponses


 

Appendix E: Existing Work 
 
Technology for the education sector has been an active topic in both academia and industry.               
Many technical systems have been built with use-cases ranging from assisting a teacher, to              
conducting online degree programs. Systems such as Moodle [29], OpenEdx [30], and mooKIT             
[31] have been used to deliver learning services at a massive scale. Recently, chatbots have been                
used to scale online operations by replacing the teaching assistants [47].  
 
A very active and promising research direction is to use technology to enhance learning              
outcomes. The approach is to deliver personalized learning by dynamically adapting according to             
the learner’s skills and behavior. Truong [32] has presented an analysis of the current approaches               
in this direction. Tang et al. [33] presented an evolving e-learning system that can recommend               
additional material according to the learner’s behavior and new data from the web. Milićević et               
al. [34] presented methods for personalized learning in a programming course through analysis             
of program logs.  
 
An essential aspect of these approaches is to understand and evaluate the learning outcomes.              
Ehlers [44] have highlighted that the quality of an e-learning program is a multidimensional              
aspect and should be incorporated in every stage of the program, such as planning, development,               
and implementation. As presented by Tscelio et al. [45], the learning effectiveness depends on              
the delivery mechanisms such as presentations, learning through activity, and dialogue.  
 
From an architectural perspective, Nikolic et al. [35] surveyed the literature to identify quality              
indicators mentioned in the existing e-learning systems. However, the semantics of these            
indicators are missing in the survey. IEEE has prepared a standard 1484.1 [16] to conceptualize               
the components of a learning system. The reference architecture of a hybrid system presented in               
this report is inspired by the IEEE conceptual architecture.  
 
Designing systems for resource-constrained environments has been investigated by the          
architectural community, especially in the case of mobile devices [48]. Zhao et al. [46] presented               
an architecture where the system can dynamically adapt to the appropriate format of the content               
based on the user's preferences and device’s characteristics. Here, the adaptation logic is stored              
explicitly in a rule repository to have device-independent code.  
 
However, most of these approaches are based on Internet-based systems and face issues due to               
low-penetration and cost-factors associated with the Internet. Recently, Adnan et al. [42]            
presented these issues from a student’s perspective on the Internet-based learning system in             
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Pakistan during the COVID-19 pandemic. Earlier, Barron [43] has presented various benefits and             
limitations of communication technologies such as voicemail, email, web, and television.  
 
The opportunities and limitations of television for educational purposes also have been            
highlighted in many studies. Fulford et al. [36] have presented taxonomies and strategies for              
effective communication in educational programs through television. Islam et al. [37] have            
analyzed the role of feedback mechanisms during distance education over television and            
suggested using SMS to get feedback from a student in the absence of the Internet.  
 
The patent WO2013051020A2 [9] has claimed the methods to enable interactions between            
students and teachers during television broadcasting. The idea here is to embed questions into the               
lecture videos before broadcasting. Student’s questions, responses, and information requests can           
be communicated through other mediums such as the Internet. The information requests by             
students can also be clubbed to optimize answers by the teacher (to be embedded in the lecture                 
videos). Many methods to facilitate digital libraries and content navigation over television have             
also been presented (US Patent US8151290B1 [38] and Barrent [39]).  
 
US Patent US5833468A [40] has claimed methods to use the television network as a medium to                
transmit data that would be consumed by a learner through a computer. Here, the computer               
should have a TV tuner card to receive the signals, and interact with the teacher through the                 
Internet. The recent developments in the area of IPTV have overcome the issues of              
interactiveness of televisions [8] [41]. However, it requires an Internet connection.  
 
Many experts have recently suggested using alternative mediums such as television and radio to              
deliver learning services during the COVID-19 pandemic. Zacharia et al. [1] have presented key              
insights in starting a remote learning program such as broadcasting live mock classes, scale              
operations using state/national and private TV channels, and create awareness about the            
programs through multiple mediums. The World Bank’s EdTech team [2] has listed out several              
resources and platforms implemented by various countries to facilitate remote learning. The team             
has also presented a knowledge pack documenting practical guides on topics for educational             
technology with a special focus on primary and secondary education in low resource             
environments [3]. The authors have suggested using existing technologies and combining           
technologies for multi-modal delivery. They suggest using broadcasting mediums such as           
television and radio in the scenarios where the Internet penetration is less than 50%.  
However, adequate work has not been done to understand the quality aspects of a hybrid learning                
system that can help architects design systems for different geographies.  
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